Universal Booktalk Bingo Terms

These are examples of possible Booktalk Bingo terms that are not book-specific, so they can be used anytime.

- I’m wearing same color as a book cover
- I’m wearing same color as a librarian
- Title has a noun
- Title has an adjective
- Title has a conjunction
- Title has “the”
- Title has “a”
- Title is only one word
- Title is more than 1 word
- Title is more than 2 words
- Title is more than 3 words
- Title is hard to read from a distance
- Title is in a fun font
- Title is all capitals
- Title has a punctuation mark
- Title has cursive
- Barcode covers part of title
- Cover is illustrated
- Cover is a photograph
- Only words on the cover
- Realistic fiction
- Science fiction
- Graphic novel
- Romance
- Mystery
- Nonfiction
- Fantasy
- Historical fiction
- Horror
- Novel in verse
- Thriller
- Action
- Adventure
- Dystopian
- Magical realism
- Cover has red
- Cover has orange
- Cover has yellow
- Cover has green
- Cover has blue
- Cover has purple
- Cover has pink
- Cover has white
- Cover has black
- Cover has a person
- Cover has an animal
- Cover has trees or plants
- You know someone with the same name as a character
- You share an initial with character
- Librarian says “um”
- Librarian is wearing glasses
- Librarian says book is their favorite
- Librarian tells a good joke
- Librarian tells a bad joke
- Librarian compares book to another book
- Librarian compares book to a movie
- Librarian compares book to TV show
- You want to read the book
- Animal sidekick or pet
- Inspired by true story
- Friendship theme
- Librarian says the book’s setting